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       M2 Speaker Phone 
 

Conference Speaker w/Dongle 

360º Voice Pickup 

4 AI Echo & Noise Canceling Microphones 

Up to 8 People 
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 Emeet conference speakerphone operates perfectly both for meeting 
room which accommodates up to 8 people and for you to use it at your 
home office without holding your mobile phone too long or get too close 
to your computer. Even if there is no separate office, it can also block 
the surrounding sound. 

 Professional VoiceIA Guarantee Immersive Sound - Different from 

360° Voice Pick-Up & Smart Ai Microphone Array – 
Forbes has acclaimed that eMeet speakerphone: “well- 
built and delivers good call quality”. 
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others, our USB speakerphones have professional noise reduction      

tech.eMeet conference speaker is able to provide crystal clear HD 
audio due to applying with the VoiceIA Algorithm. The acoustic echo 
canceller completely eliminates the echo and the noise isolating mics 
guarantee a superior experience even in noisy outdoor areas. 

 
 Unique Design Especially For Meetings – eMeet is a company 

specializing in the research and development of office products, with 
strictly screening and optimize our design by choosing aircraft-grade 
aluminum material and cool interactive lights, as well as the upscale 
touch panel, make the product full of high-tech and business feeling. 
The compact and portable design make it easy to put the eMeet M2 
wireless conference speakerphone into your pocket or briefcase. 

 

 

 Multiple Connections & High Compatibility- No driver needed, just plug 
and play. The eMeet M2 Bluetooth speakerphone saves your time to 
debug devices. Beside, eMeet speakerphone easily connected to your 
mobile phone, tablet, PC just use the Bluetooth/ USB or AUX in/out 
wire.  

 One Button Mute Design  
 

 


